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ATTACHMENT: 
Summary of Applicant's Justification  
and Neighbour Comment  
DV17.80 - LOT 379 (NO. 40) CHALLENGER PARADE, CITY BEACH 
 
APPLICANT'S JUSTIFICATION 
 
TPG+Place Match (TPG), on behalf of the landowner of Lot 379 (40) Challenger Parade, 
City Beach (the subject site) and Hofman and Brown Architects seek the Town of 
Cambridge’s (the Town) approval for a minor amendment to the previously approved screen 
wall along the northern boundary of the subject site. Whilst the application for the privacy 
screening was approved by the Council at the 22 November 2016 Ordinary Council Meeting 
(OCM) there was confusion regarding the finish on the neighbouring side, Condition 1 of the 
approval and whether ’the finish’ meant varnishing the timber the same on both sides (what 
our belief was), or whether it meant building a whole second screen on the neighbouring 
side (what the neighbours belief was). 
 
This contention has not been able to be resolved between the parties and therefore this 
application is proposed so that the Council can make a decision on what the appearance 
should be from the neighbouring property. 
 
Background and Previous Approvals 
 
In 2012, the Town granted planning approval (0559DA-2012) for the construction of a two 
storey dwelling at the subject site. During the application’s determination concerns were held 
by the Town relating to the privacy of the northern neighbour. As such, a condition was 
placed on the approval as follows: 
 

"a solid dividing fence that has a top of fence height of FL 17.167 (1.6 metres above 
the height of the ground floor terrace) or higher to be provided along the north- western 
side boundary behind the front setback line and installed prior to the occupation of the 
dwelling.” 

 
Following the approval and during construction it became apparent that the northern 
neighbour still held concerns relating to the potential overlooking to his property. While the 
landowner had never intended to construct a privacy screening along the boundary, due to 
the neighbour’s concerns and the landowners wish to have an amicable relationship with the 
neighbour, he proposed the construction of a privacy screen along the northern boundary to 
which no objection was raised by the neighbour. 
 
Notwithstanding their verbal discussions, the neighbour then raised concerns about the 
privacy screen and complained to Council.  As a result of these discussions, on 4 July 2016 
the Town served the landowner with a notice of non-compliance of the above-mentioned 
approval relating to the screen wall. A retrospective development application was 
subsequently lodged for the screen wall. 
 
In 2016, the Town issued a retrospective approval (0332DA-2016) for the screen wall. After 
its erection, the northern neighbour refused permission for the builder to access his property 
to allow the post and rails of the screen to be painted and lodged a further complaint with the 
Town’s compliance officers. 
 
A review of the approved plans for 0332DA-2016 identified that the approved plans clearly 
showed a screen on the southern side and the exposed posts and rails on the northern side 
facing the neighbour (not unreasonable given the neighbour was not financially contributing 
to the screen in anyway). The elevations, however, simply showed the height and timber 
battens and did not show the details of the posts and rails. As the Town believed that despite 
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the development being constructed as per the approved plans, it did not accord with the 
elevations or Condition 1 which stated: 
 

"the privacy screen facing the adjoining property to the north-west to be finished to the 
satisfaction of the Town, prior to occupation of the dwelling". 

 
The Town therefore served an additional non-compliance notice to the landowner. This 
notice advised that in order to comply with Condition 1, the Town requires: 
 
a) The privacy screen be clad in 30mm x 30mm cedar wood vertical battens with 10mm 

spacing on both sides of the screen, with the height to match the adjacent existing 
garage height (3 metres); and 

 
b) The metal steel frame which is exposed and visible to the adjoining property is to be 

painted to match the cedar wood battens (ie timber look). 
 
In other words, the Town requires a second cedar wood timber screen to be attached to the 
horizontal rails and then the vertical steel posts (that will still be exposed) to be painted in a 
timber look paint. 
 
Given concerns relating to the ongoing maintenance, unreasonable costs, compliance with 
floor plans and the fact that the landowner had never intended to erect a privacy screen and 
it was the neighbour that wanted the screen in the first place without providing any financial 
input, several discussions were had with the Town to try and reach a resolution. Whilst it was 
agreed by both parties and the Town that the post and rails should be painted as per the 
attached photo montage as a trial to see what it would look like, the neighbour has again 
refused to allow access to his property for the trial painting to occur. A subsequent BA20A 
form has been served to allow access, but at the time of writing this report permission had 
still yet to be obtained. 
 
Proposed Development 
 
This application therefore simply seeks to amend the approved elevations lodged as part of 
0332DA-2016 to show exposed posts and rails on the northern side, as per the approved 
floor plan and as was originally intended. The amended plans also show the reduced height 
of the screen to 3 metres as per Condition 2 of the approval. 
 
The proposed amendment does not alter the screen walls compliance with the visual privacy 
and setback design principles of the Residential Design Codes (R-Codes), as were detailed 
in 0332DA-2016. The screening wall will be finished in the same colour and quality of 
varnish to the timber battens visible on both sides, however, the exposed steel posts and 
rails will be painted to match the timber screen, not just the exposed posts referred to in the 
Notice. The attached photo montage illustrates the appearance of the screen wall from the 
northern neighbour’s property. 
 
Justification 
 
If the screen wall is required to have timber battens to both sides, it would prohibit 
maintenance the inside of the screen. As the screen’s battens are constructed out of cedar 
timber, regular maintenance and ongoing weather proofing is required to ensure they do not 
degrade prematurely and the timber remains healthy. If timber battens were placed on both 
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sides of the screen, in order undertake maintenance work, the hundreds of battens would 
need to be removed to maintain the inside of the screen. Given the sheer volume of battens 
and associated cost, it is highly unlikely that the regular maintenance would be feasible, and 
in the coastal environment, the fence will likely deteriorate to the detriment of both 
neighbours. If there is just one screen then it is in the landowners best interest to ensure 
both sides of the screen are regularly oiled and maintained to a high standard. 
 
The requirement for timber battens to be placed on both sides of the screen is also 
completely unreasonable from a financial perspective, especially given the limited benefit of 
the second screen as the posts will be exposed anyway. The cost of such a screen is likely 
to be over $30,000. 
 
There are also concerns in regards to the structural ability for the current screen frame to be 
able to support additional battens. If the current frame is found to not be able to hold the 
additional battens, and given the fact the current frame and battens cost $40,000, a second 
frame would unfairly increase the cost of construction beyond $80,000. It is likely this 
additional frame would also then be required to be placed on the neighbour’s property, which 
the landowner has tried to avoid throughout the process. 
 
The requirement to construct a whole second screen brings into question the validity of 
Condition 1 of the approval.  One of the key litmus tests to a valid planning condition is 
’reasonableness’ in the context of the development for which approval is being sought. 
Requiring a parapet wall or screen to be painted the same on both sides is considered 
completely reasonable, but construction of a whole second screen which costs nearly twice 
as much again of the entire screen to implement is considered completely unreasonable, 
especially when considering the privacy screen was actually proposed to appease the 
neighbour, the neighbour is not contributing toward the cost of the screen and in any event 
the vertical posts will still be seen. It should be noted that the landowners have gone out of 
their way to appease this neighbour with over $100,000 being spent on privacy screens, 
walls and fencing, but the line has to be drawn somewhere. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The amendment to the proposed screen wall elevation simply aligns the elevation with that 
of the approved floor plan of 0332DA-2016. The requirement for cedar battens to be installed 
on both sides of the screen is considered completely unreasonable and not in the interest of 
either neighbour as in the long term the second screen will prohibit the regular maintenance 
of the timber which will quickly deteriorate in the coastal environment. Common sense would 
dictate that the best outcome is for the steel posts and rails to be painted to match the timber 
(or whatever colour the neighbour chooses) and the fence be maintained properly. We hope 
that the Council sees it the same way and accepts that the painted posts and rails is the 
optimal outcome for both neighbours in the long term. 
 
NEIGHBOUR COMMENT (42 Challenger Parade – north-west side) 
 
Having received your letter dated 13/06/2017 and having viewed the application submitted 
by David Read we strongly object to the amendments requested. 
 
Although David Read describes the amendments as minor, we do not as we have to live with 
them 24/7 and there is a safety issue involved. 
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The Town has been very accommodating to the owners and approved previous applications 
when they do not meet the deemed-to-comply provisions and also allowed them to ignore 
building conditions on a number of occasions. 
 
Background: 
 
Following a councillor meeting on the 13/04/2013 the Town granted approval for the 
construction of a dwelling at the above address with building conditions. 
 
We accepted the Town’s decision and the demolition and construction period took over 3 ½ 
years during which time we cooperated 100% with the builder. 
 
This period was most difficult however we only ever requested that the owners complied with 
the conditions as requested by the Town and that they honour verbal promises made. 
 
Unfortunately they ignored the conditions and reneged on all their promises. 
 
Despite our objections and without the Town’s approval the owner’s constructed the screen 
wall and when required submitted a retrospective application which was approved with 
conditions. 
 
The screen wall is a standalone structure 3m high built entirely on their land with the steel 
uprights 12cm inside the existing dividing fence with a 30cm gap between the screen wall 
and dividing fence. 
 
The owner’s side is lined with 3m high cedar reed timber strips. 
 
On our side there is a 2.1m existing dividing fence with the screen steel frame and 90cm of 
the new timber screen showing. 
 
Prior to the hearing, the owners came to our house (only meeting in 4 years) and promised 
that: 
 
1. "The proposed finish of the screen is a timber reed fence with 20mm gaps and will be 

finished exactly the same on both sides." 
2. "The wall will be constructed of a high quality material and the finishes have been 

carefully selected to ensure high quality finish to both sides of the fence." 
3. "With the supporting frame screened from both sides." 
4. "Within reason the owner has no objection to a different finish being applied to the 

northern side if so desired by the neighbour." 
 
All those points were in the retrospective application and the maximum height of the wall 
was to be 2.8m. Thea and l agreed and as arranged I informed the builder and requested he 
continue the construction. 
 
We thought that was the end of the matter however the owners informed us that they wanted 
to proceed to council and ceased to communicate with us. They did and the Town gave 
approval as per their application. We were not concerned as it was as previously agreed. 
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The builder then informed me the owners had instructed him to ignore the height in the 
application and build the wall 3.35m high. This was contrary to what had been agreed and 
what was in the application and I requested the council ensure the height was no higher than 
3m. 
 
The Town agreed and that condition was added to the approval. 
 
The builder then informed me the owners instructed him not to proceed with our side of the 
fence. 
 
He also informed that there was no reason other than the instructions for him not to finish the 
fence as approved and they did not wish to go to the expense. 
 
[Planning Officer] informed me by email 08/12/2016 that the builder had advised a whole 
new frame would be required and they only wanted to paint the steel.  
 
That was contrary to what the builder had told me as clearly he had informed me the only 
reason he stopped completing the screen on our side was because that was what he had 
been instructed to do by the owners. 
 
David Read in his latest application makes a number of statements which are not correct. 
 
1. David Read constantly points out that the screen was built at our request and we had 

never objected. That is absolutely untrue. 
We did have concerns about privacy from the upper terrace (looking into bedrooms) 
however, on a number of occasions we informed the builder and architect we did not 
wish the dividing fence to be raised any higher.  
 

2. He also makes a point that is not unreasonable to have the exposed post and rails on 
our side given that we are not financially contributing to the screen in any way. 
Why should we contribute to a screen we did not want and it is built entirely on their 
land? 
 

3. He also claims that there was confusion regarding the finish on our side however 
clearly that is not true. Please see attached illustrations we were given.  And the 
finished product.  Surely that illustrates there were no confusion. 
In the retrospective application he stated plainly that there will be a finish exactly the 
same on both sides and it will be a high quality finish and with the supporting frames 
screened from both sides. In addition he verbally told the Town when he addressed 
them on the 22/11/2016 and the owner’s also stated the same promises to Thea and 
myself at our only meeting. 
 

4. He also makes the point we refused access to our property to paint the screen which is 
true, however I did inform your compliance man [Manager Compliance] the reason 
being that we had concerns and a number of times throughout this project the owners 
have ignored building conditions then applied for retrospective application and it 
seems to be granted every time. 
 
I did respond to the form which was forwarded to me by Tony Tomizzi and I have 
attached that response.  
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David Read’s justifications: 
 
David Read gives 3 reasons why the owners should not construct the screen as applied for 
and promised. 
 
1. That the existing frame may not support the 90cm cedar strip as required. 

When I enquired to the builder why he is not completing our side he informed me that 
was his instructions from the owners. He also stated he could have completed our side 
with no problems. 
 
Last week I again contacted the builder (Tony Tomizzi) and he’s confirmed the above 
is correct, the timber batons are only 90cm long. 
 
A site inspection would determine the truth of this matter. 

 
2. That the timber batons strips would have to be removed to maintain the inside. 

 
The batons on the owner’s side are 3m high and the first 2m back onto the existing 
dividing fence. Oiling the back of those batons would be impossible. 
 
The batons on our side will only be 90cm above the fence line and is constructed as 
promised, with the back of both sides hidden from sight similar to the first 2m on the 
owner’s side. 
 

3. That a second supporting frame was likely to be required on the neighbour’s property 
and the cost would be $40,000. 
 
Clearly a new supporting frame is not required and in regards to costs I’ll refer to the 
email from [Planning Officer] dated 08/12/2016 when the owner’s had indicated the 
cost to be $6,000 if batons were placed on the horizontal supports.  
 
Costs have risen from $6,000 to $40,000. 

 
David Read states it is unreasonable to expect a whole new screen to be erected as it would 
cost $40,000. However clearly a whole new screen is not required and we consider it 
unreasonable that the owners who have spared no expense in building their approximately 
$11,000,000 home should now renege and expect us to accept a substandard finish. 
 
Reason to object: 
 
The minimum required setback for the screen wall from the norther side boundary is 1.5m 
and the plans submitted show a setback of nil. 
 
The screen is 3m high with all the steel and upper frame showing, which is ugly and 
offensive. 
 
When the Town approved the original retrospective application I am sure they took into 
account the appearance promised from our side. 
 
Should the Town allow our side just to be painted the appearance would be inferior to what 
was promised and deteriorate very quickly. 
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The Town previously enabled the owner to ignore the building conditions restricting the 
height of the upper floor terrace screen to 1.6m and with the painted fence and steel 
showing would make the feeling of bulk much more objectable.  
 
Maintenance would be required and we have no doubt the owners would not in any way 
cooperate. 
 
Oiling the timber will be necessary and if the horizontal supports in particular are still 
exposed it will be necessary to climb a ladder to maintain. 
 
This will be very difficult and dangerous as my wife and I are 80 years of age been advised 
we should not be climbing ladders. 
 
We request the Town to reject the application and instruct the owners to comply with the 
fence as originally promised. 
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19 June 2017 

Kimberley Macphail 
Strategic Planning Officer 
1 Bold Bark Drive Floreat 
WA 6014 

By email: kmacphail@cambridge.wa.gov.au 

RE: CITY BEACH RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE - NEW ADMINISTRATION BLOCK 
APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL TO COMMENCE DEVELOPMENT 

Dear Sir/Madame, 

The Department of Education (DoE) propose a New Administration Building for the City Beach Residential College, located at 22 Kalinda 
Drive, iredale pedersen hook architects have been engaged by Department of Finance, Building Management & Works (BMW) on behalf 
of DoE to provide full Architectural Services. 

This is a Public Works project requiring lodgement by The Town of Cambridge with the WAPC. 

Please find the following documents included in the submission: 

1. 170614 Planning App Form_SKM_C554e17061409530
2. 170518_1617_Meeting Note_ToC
3. T LR3166-561 - Certificate of Title
4. DP27391 – Survey
5. BMP 2017
6. 7041_FPA_BAL_City Beach Residential College_Kalinda Dr_City Beach_V1.1
7. DRP - Recommendation Letter to Applicant -DRP17.02
8. Transport report - ARUP
9. Drawings Package:

i. 1617_A102_SITEPLAN
ii. 1617_A105_DEMOLITION
iii. 1617_A110_PLAN_GROUND
iv. 1617_A111_PLAN_LOWER
v. 1617_A112_PLAN_ROOF
vi. 1617_A201_ELEVATIONS
vii. 1617_A202_ELEVATIONS
viii. 1617_A301_SECTIONS
ix. 1617_A302_SECTIONS
x. CBRC101P6
xi. 170616_1617_CBC_DocumentTransmittal

The City Beach Residential College (CBRC) is home to approximately 60 students from regional areas who are part of the Gifted and 
Talented Secondary Selective Programme. They live in residential units in the college during term time and attend metropolitan schools 
such as Perth Modern and Churchlands dependant on their specialisations. The CBRC is located on the same Lot as the International 
School of WA (ISWA). CBRC currently shares communal facilities with the ISWA such as kitchen, dining and recreation facilities and 
these facilities are located within the ISWA buildings. The ISWA will be relocated to an alternative location mid 2019 and the buildings 
will close down. The Department of Education has identified a need to make the CBRC independent of the adjacent school buildings so 
that regardless of what happens to them in the future the CBRC can maintain operation. Prior to the latest election the existing school 
site was intended to become the City Beach High School it is now unclear what will happen to the site. The proposed New Administration 

DV17.81 - Lot 14203 (No. 20) Kalinda Drive, City Beach 
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Building will therefore provide administration, recreational, dining, study and outdoor spaces for the CBRC students and staff. The 
maximum capacity of the CBRC is 66 students and DoE do not intend to increase the capacity.  

Consultation has been a key element of the design process helping to define and shape the development of the design. Key 
stakeholders in the consultation process are;  

1. Department of Education (DoE)
Toni Tonkin Senior Project Officer 

2. Government of Western Australia Country High School Hostels Authority
Debra Hardie   Manager Residential Colleges

3. Building Management & Works (BMW)
Jade Lightbody Senior Project Manager 

4. City Beach Residential College (CBRC)
Dr Chris Chuck, Manager CBRC 

5. Town of Cambridge
Ian Bignell Senior Planning Officer 
Petar Mrdja Manager Development Assessment 

6. RUIC Fire_BAL Assessment
Ruth Krammer BAL Assessor 

A Project Coordination Group (PCG) was formed at the beginning of the design process including DoE, Country High School Hostels 
Authority (CHSHA), BMW and Residential College representatives to determine the needs and aspirations of the new facility and the 
college. Consultation has driven the development of the project brief, outlined the important role the college plays in the local school 
communities and to define specific needs of both students and staff at City Beach Residential College. For example, the project brief 
initially required a number of independent spaces but through consultation they have been linked and merged; the priority for the college 
is to maintain visibility and surveillance of the students at all times and allow opportunities for flexibility of spaces that can be opened up 
or closed down as demands change. The project team has also met with both the Country High School Hostel Authority Board and the 
College Board who have both confirmed support for the project. 

The proposed new Administration Building was presented to the Town of Cambridge on the 15th May 2017 who confirmed support for the 
design. Refer to attached Meeting Note. Further to this the proposal was also presented to the Design Advisory Committee at ToC who 
again provided support for the design. Refer to attached Memorandum. 

The International School of WA (ISWA) will continue to occupy their buildings until May 2019 during the course of construction of the 
new Administration Building. To ensure safe access to the ISWA and CBRC during construction for both residents and parents the 
Department of Education proposes to adjust the location of the existing access road from Kalinda Drive and create a new permanent 
road with new car bays. The existing access from Kalinda would be used for site access only and grassed over following completion of 
the project works. The new road and parking design has been prepared by our Civil Engineer Paul Terpkos and reviewed and assessed 
but Aurp. Aurp have prepared a Technical Note confirming support for the design. See attached Note. The Technical Note recommends 
that the existing Kiss and Drive Zone on Kalinda Drive be adjusted relative to the new driveway to ensure compliant sightlines are 
achieved from all driveways exiting onto Kalinda Drive. This item requires approval from the Town of Cambridge.  

Parking Bay Numbers are summarised as follows: 

Building Existing Bays New Bays Total Bays 

City Beach Residential College 11 14 25 

International School WA 12 4 16 

DV17.81 - Lot 14203 (No. 20) Kalinda Drive, City Beach 
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Part of the site is within the DAA Registered Aboriginal Heritage Site ID 20178 ‘Bold Park’ and permission is required to do any invasive 
work. The process to date and in the future, is outlined below: 

• A Noongar Standard Heritage Agreement was executed by the Department of Education (DOE) and lodged with the South
West Aboriginal Land & Sea Council (SWALSC)

• An Activity Notice was lodged with SWALSC, outlining DOE’s intent to undertake a geotechnical survey and building works.
• An Activity Notice Response was provided by SWALSC, confirming that a heritage survey was required
• The Heritage Survey took place on the 13th June 2017. The subsequent Heritage Report will take approximately 30 days to

complete.
• The Project Team will present to the Whadjuk Working Party on 21 June 2017 to seek their advice on whether we can follow a

Regulation 10 process (which takes approx. 1 week) for the geotechnical survey
• A Section 18 process will be followed to seek approval of the building works and all future maintenance works on the site

(which takes approx. 16 weeks).

The form and siting of the design is a careful response to a series of constraints on the site. The building curves around an existing large 
ficus tree to the south west, and is bounded by Kalinda Drive to the west and the driveway for the School to the south. The existing 
College accommodation units and circulation pathways to the east frame access to the building from the rear courtyard. The bushland 
sloping to the north (with BAL and Bush Forever classifications) define the northern edge, a zone for additional car parking, provision of 
mechanical services and service access. 

The rear landscape and student pathways are concealed from the street and driveway, a grassed area, external seating and BBQ area, 
have transparent connection to the internal space of the building. Internally, this transparency ensures view corridors from the central 
Reception desk connect across the central spaces of the building. Internally, the central spaces of the main foyer and open study space 
will have raking ceilings. The dining and recreation area will have flat ceilings. The use of colour and circular forms as breakout spaces 
for conference and interaction will create a stimulating environment. The western wing of the building becomes staff space for 
administration, behind cardkey access. The southern wing for student study, music and recreation. Views to external landscape are 
channeled through the building, there is a view to the ocean from the entry portal to the southwest, a view to Bold Park through the 
building to the south across the study space. 

The siting, form, materials, scale and massing of the proposed new Administration Building seek to respond to the existing site 
constraints and some of the original residential buildings. New landscaping of local species will bound the building along Kalinda Drive 
grounding the building into the local bush. New trees also will be planted within the rear courtyard blending the built and natural forms of 
the site and hiding one of the existing buildings to create a more intimate landscaped courtyard.  

Iredale Pedersen hook Architects submit this Application for Approval to Commence Development along with supporting documentation 
for your review. 

If any further information is required, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Yours sincerely, 

Adrian Iredale 
Director iredale pedersen hook architects 

DV17.81 - Lot 14203 (No. 20) Kalinda Drive, City Beach 
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APPLICANT'S JUSTIFICATION 
 
We proposed to operate the display home for a period of two years with the following 
operating times: 

 
Monday: 2-5pm 
Wednesday: 2-5pm 
Saturday: 1-5pm 
Sunday: 12-5pm 
 

There will be two additional parking bays on the driveway of the premises plus 6 parking 
bays in front of the house along the street: 
 

 
 
In relation to the expected number of clients in the home we were hoping to apply for an 
unrestricted amount (unlimited). Usually during the first month the display home is operating 
it gets quite busy but after the initial opening traffic dies down and we generally don’t 
experience traffic congestion, parking issues etc.  
 
NEIGHBOUR COMMENT 
 
Comment 1 
 
We have previously received applications for display homes to be established at Lot 38 
Biara Gardens and Lot 25 Biara Gardens. To now add this additional application is causing 
further concern. We are being asked to accept display homes on 3 street corners and 
adjacent boundaries to our property, we feel that this would be far too intrusive and, an 
outcome that was not reasonably anticipated when we purchased our property. Conversely, 
we believe that it was reasonable to expect that the properties adjacent to our property 
would be used exclusively for residential purposes. 
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We believe that 3 display homes situated so closely to our property would result in: 
• Elevated noise levels and, that such disturbance would severely impact on our 

entitlement to the quite enjoyment of our property. 
• An unreasonable intrusion on our privacy. 
• Increased traffic levels and unacceptable congestion in Biara Gardens which is 

serviced by a single entry and exit point. 
 
We are especially concerned that this disturbance and intrusion would occur on Saturdays 
and Sundays – the very time that we are likely to be at home seeking to enjoy our 
entitlement to reasonable quiet and privacy. 
 
Customers parking in the car park adjacent to the property concerned - we believe that, 
when we purchased our property, it was also reasonable to expect that this facility would be 
available for residential use and not for a commercial purpose. 
 
Comment 2 
  
As you are aware we received an approval for a display home on lot 22 (No. 38) Biara 
Gardens. 
  
The approval we received stated as follows; 
  
1. The home to be opened by appointment only. 
2. A maximum of one sign on site relating to the display home. 
3. A maximum of one appointment in the display home at any one time. 
4. All customer parking is to occur on the property driveway and is not to obstruct 

vehicles or footpaths. 
  
We would expect that the same conditions would apply to the lot 22 approval. 



ATTACHMENT: 
Summary of Applicant's Justification  
and Neighbour Comment  
DV17.83 - LOT 13 (NO. 21) SOUTHPORT STREET, WEST LEEDERVILLE 
 
APPLICANT'S JUSTIFICATION 
 
1. General use of property 
 

The property will be used for consulting with patients about health and wellness. There 
will be a range of practitioners on different days, including naturopaths, nutritionists, 
psychologists, herbalists and a massage therapist.   

 
The patients will be given a diet plan, nutrition plan and possible herbal supplements. 
 
They may spend time also discussing personal issues with a psychologist 

 
2. Hours of operation-  
 

Monday to Friday - 9.30am through to 7.30pm 
Saturday - 9.30am to 3pm 

 
3. Number of Employees - 3 practitioners at one time plus 1 receptionist 
 
4. Signage details 

 
• Signs will follow the Town of Cambridge rules of size and restrictions.   
• There will be one wall sign 
• One portable flag sign displayed during business hours 
• One ground based sign with information relevant to the business activities 

 
5. Car parking and bicycle parking 

 
• Current Town of Cambridge requirements for medical/consulting use are stated 

as 4 bays per consulting room. With a discount with proximity to public transport/ 
bicycle bays and other parking available. 

• The property has a total of 9 parking bays at the rear of the building 
• The property has an abundant amount of space for over 5 bicycle to be parked 

and locked 
• The property has a shower room and bathroom (end of use facility) for staff and 

patients if required 
• The property is within close proximity to the Leederville train station 
• The property is within close proximity to a paid parking facility 
 

LANDSCAPING PLAN 
 
There will be no landscaping completed at the property. It will be kept as is and maintained. 
 
TRAFFIC IMPACT STATEMENT - There will be no major changes to the property. 
 
MATERIALS AND FINISHES - The property will remain as is. 
 
PLOT RATIO CALCULATION - The property will remain as is. 
 
 
 



ATTACHMENT: 
Summary of Applicant's Justification  
and Neighbour Comment  
DV17.84 - LOT 151 (NO. 14) KAVANAGH STREET, WEST LEEDERVILLE 
 
APPLICANT'S JUSTIFICATION 
 
Wall Height and Building Height 
 
The proposal includes a wall height measuring a maximum 6.503m above natural ground 
level at the northern boundary. The design principles of Clause 5.1.3 and 5.1.6 of the Codes 
are addressed as follows: 
 
• The proposed wall height measures 6.503m above NGL. Where applying the 

requirements of Table 2b, assuming a wall length of 11.55m with no major openings, a 
setback of 1.8m is required. The proposed setback for the northern wall is much larger, 
at 3.04m, exceeding the minimum required. The additional 1.2m setback will assist to 
ameliorate the 0.5m height variation and any perception of ’significant excess wall 
height. 

 
• The wall height variation is associated with the front portion of the dwelling, adjoining 

the front setback area and the side of the adjoining dwelling to the north. This limits 
perceptions of excess building bulk where viewed from outdoor living areas. 

 
• The proposal has been designed to ensure no loss of visual privacy will occur. 
 
• Overshadowing impacts to the south do not exceed the requirements of the Codes 

given the low site coverage, and the wall and building height variations will not impact 
outdoor living areas on the property to the south. 

 
• Given the generous setback of the dwelling and minor extent of the variations, no 

adverse impact on the amenity of the streetscape is expected to occur. 
, 
 
NEIGHBOUR COMMENT 
 
Submission One (No. 12 Kavanagh Street) 
 
As my solar panels are facing north, I was told that with the permissible height I could face 
losing around 20 percent or so on the reception of the solar panels intake and with the extra 
height, I could lose even more intake on the solar panels. 
 
My objection to the extra height is based on my concern that more negative effect will 
impose on solar panels intake and hope that the Town will rule in my favour and reject the 
application. 
 
Submission Two (No. 16 Kavanagh Street) 
 
Our lot on 16 Kavanagh Street is on a lower elevation compared to 14 Kavanagh Street, 
which already puts us at a lower comparative height. We understand that the proposed 
building will be set forward a significant amount on the property compared to our existing 
house. Our house is west-facing, which is favourable for us as we rely on the cool south-
westerly evening breeze to naturally cool our house particularly during hot summer spells.  
 
 
 



ATTACHMENT: 
Summary of Applicant's Justification  
and Neighbour Comment  
DV17.84 - LOT 151 (NO. 14) KAVANAGH STREET, WEST LEEDERVILLE 
 
The proposed lifting of the height restriction from 6.0m by a further 0.505m to a total of 
6.505m would be unfavourable for us, as it would significantly impact the ecological way we 
have relied on cooling our house down over the 28 years we have been residing here. With 
energy bills constantly on the rise, and we as a couple reaching retirement age, we believe 
the extra financial burden of relying on non-natural ways of efficiently cooling the house 
would considerably affect our lifestyle. We have always been firm believers in reducing our 
impact on the natural environment by lessening our reliance on energy derived from fossil 
fuels (hence why we installed solar panels to further reduce this). As such we believe that, 
although seemingly a small increase in height, the extra 0.505m increase would have such 
an impact on our way of life as to diminish our goals of reducing our reliance on fossil fuels, 
and as a result, impact the financial burden of keeping up with ever-increasing energy bills.  
 
We ask that you consider these reasons when deliberating on the building application that 
has been put forth for the proposed construction at 14 Kavanagh Street.  
 
 



ATTACHMENT: 
Summary of Applicant's Justification  
and Neighbour Comment  
DV17.85 - LOT 222 (NO. 51) GREGORY STREET, WEMBLEY 
 
APPLICANT'S JUSTIFICATION 
 
Town of Cambridge Policy 3.1.12 - Access and Crossovers for single and grouped dwellings 
R-Codes 5.3.5 Vehicular access C5.1 
 
We seek discretionary approval in regards to vehicle access via the primary street, in lieu of 
the ROW. In response to the Town of Cambridge Policy 3.1.12 objectives:- 
 
• achieve street setbacks which, together with the type of dwelling, fits in with the 

established and/or desired development pattern for the area; 
• maintain the openness of streetscapes to create a safe and attractive pedestrian 

environment through passive surveillance of the street and dwellings;  
• reduce the dominance of garages, carports, driveways and hard surfacing, fences and 

other structures which detract from the street presentation of homes and gardens;  
• encourage the retention and improvement of plantings and landscaping in the front 

garden and on the verge, including the retention of healthy street trees;  
• prohibit the excessive use of hard surfaces in the front setback, to retain the green 

character of our neighbourhoods; and 
• ensure that dwellings are an integral part of the streetscape, connecting visually to the 

street as homes and are not isolated by fencing, retaining walls, garages or other 
features 

 
The proposed residence characterises a significant improvement to the amenity of the 
existing dwelling and the proposed elevation compliments and fits with the established 
development pattern of both new and existing dwelling in the street. 
 
We recognise the Town of Cambridge Policy objectives require passive surveillance of the 
street and dwellings, and as such the owner intends to replace the existing solid screen wall 
on the front boundary with an "open fence" or low wall, as per the Town of Cambridge Front 
Fencing Policy 
 
Please note the proposal does not seek to alter the location or width of the existing 
crossover and the driveway will be reinstated in its existing location, as per Town of 
Cambridge requirements, once the construction has been completed. 
 
Both Bed 2 and Bed 3, facing the primary street, have a major opening with a clear view to 
the street and the approach to the dwelling. We have also designed an open style portico to 
articulate the street facade and provide an entry focal point. 
 
We have endeavoured to preserve an attractive and safe streetscape, at the same time offer 
high amenity to the owners. 
 
The proposed garage complies with the R-Codes requirements as well as the Town of 
Cambridge (3.1.3- Garage) minimum primary street setback, policy requirements and has 
been designed with minimal visual impact to the streetscape.  If, as suggested, the vehicle 
access was provided via the laneway, the clients existing pool would be required to be 
relocated/removed at further expense to the owners who have a young family and it is their 
intention to retain the pool. 
 
In addition to the above, comment from the adjoining property owners have be obtained. The 
affected owners have no objection to the proposed residence having garage and vehicle 
access from the primary street. (Refer signed owners comment form and attached plans). 



ATTACHMENT: 
Summary of Applicant's Justification  
and Neighbour Comment  
DV17.85 - LOT 222 (NO. 51) GREGORY STREET, WEMBLEY 
 
 
Further information: 
 
As a single dwelling with existing vehicle access from Gregory Street, and no proposed 
increase in density, to justify relocation of this access to the right of way, it is considered that 
the recommended refusal is an unreasonable and unjust assessment by officers of the 
Town.  
  
The impracticality of the officers recommendations are compounded by the expense of 
redesign and required removal of the existing approved below ground swimming pool (which 
is intended to be retained). The pool is a major feature of the site and there is no intention of 
the owners to remove it.      
  
It is considered that preventing legal, practical access to the primary street for a single 
dwelling development is beyond the legal jurisdiction of an adopted local planning policy. 
There is no restrictive covenant, control of access or encumbrance on title which prevents 
vehicle access to the site from Gregory Street.  
  
As landowners in the Town of Cambridge, would Councillors consider it fair and reasonable 
if they were forced into relocating their existing vehicle access? Would Councilors consider it 
fair and reasonable if the relocation of the access resulted in thousands of dollars of 
unnecessary costs to remove an existing below ground swimming pool? 
  
With the written support of adjoining landowners and in meeting all other requirements of the 
deemed to comply provisions of the Residential Design Codes, it is respectfully requested 
that the application is considered for conditional approval.    
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TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO. 1 

AMENDMENT NO.36 
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MINISTER FOR PLANNING 

PROPOSAL TO AMEND A TOWN PLANNING SCHEME 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Local Authority: Town of Cambridge 

2. Description of Town Planning
Scheme Town Planning Scheme No. 1 

3. Type of Scheme: District Zoning Scheme 

4. Serial No of Amendment` 36 

5. Proposal To remove the area south of Hay 
Street and east of Selby Street from 
the TPS No.1 Scheme Area and 
amend the Scheme map and Scheme 
boundary accordingly. 
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FORM 2A 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005 

RESOLUTION TO ADOPT AMENDMENT TO LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME 

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO. 1 

AMENDMENT NO 36 

Resolved that the local government pursuant to Section 75 of the Planning and Development 
Act 2005, amend the above Local Planning Scheme by removing the area south of Hay 
Street and east of Selby Street, inclusive of the adjoining Selby Street and Hay Street road 
reserves, from the TPS No.1 Scheme Area and amend the Scheme map and Scheme 
boundary accordingly. 

The Amendment is basic under the provisions of the Planning and Development (Local 
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 for the following reason(s): 

 Scheme Amendment 36 to Town Planning Scheme No.1 is required so that the Town
Planning Scheme is consistent with the Local Government Act 1995.

Dated this _____ day of _____________2017 

JASON BUCKLEY 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005 

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO. 1 - AMENDMENT NO 36 

SCHEME AMENDMENT REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of Scheme Amendment 36 to Town of Cambridge Town Planning Scheme 

No.1 is to remove the area south of Hay Street and east of Selby Street from the TPS No.1 

Scheme Area and amend the Scheme map and Scheme boundary accordingly. 

The Town and City of Subiaco lodged a joint submission to the Local Government Advisory 

Board (LGAB) to adjust the local government boundary to follow Hay Street and Selby Street 

which involves the transfer of 30 residential properties from the Town to the City of Subiaco. 

The proposal was approved and published in the Government Gazette on 2 May 2017 and 

will take affect from 1 July  2017.  

The Scheme Amendment is categorised as a basic scheme amendment as it is required so 

that the Town Planning Scheme is consistent with the Local Government Act 1995. The City 

of Subiaco is undertaking a concurrent scheme amendment to incorporate the current 

zoning for the subject area and development provisions into the City of Subiaco Town 

Planning Scheme No.4. 

BACKGROUND 

The modification to the Town of Cambridge and City of Subiaco boundary affects 30 

properties south of Hay Street with most of the properties in Jolimont (24), four properties in 

Daglish and two properties in Shenton Park. The properties are zoned Residential R20 

under Town Planning Scheme No.1.  

The area was part of the former City of Perth and could be considered a historical anomaly 

given that it is separated from other residential areas of the Town of Cambridge by Hay 

Street, a district distributor road with two lanes in each direction separated by a median 

island. 

At its Meeting held 25 August 2015, Council considered a boundary proposal made by the 

City of Subiaco (Proposal No.23). The proposal affected 19 properties on the east side of 

Jersey Street (south of Salvado Road) and 30 properties south of Hay Street. Following 

consultation with the affected property owners the Council decided not to support the 

properties on the east side of Jersey Street being transferred to the City of Subiaco as there 

was not strong support from the property owners and there was no compelling reason to do 

so amongst other reasons. However, the response from the property owners in the second 

area, south of Hay Street, showed that approximately two thirds of those that responded 

preferred to be in the City of Subiaco. Therefore, the Town of Cambridge decided to support 

this area being transferred to the City of Subiaco due to the preference of the residents and 
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other reasons including community of interest, efficient delivery of services and proximity to 

Subiaco.  

The LGAB considered the proposal and recommended to the Minister for Local Government 

that the entire boundary proposal be rejected. The LGAB supported the Town's rationale for 

rejecting the transfer of the Jersey Street properties but were unable to approve the 

boundary change south of Hay Street due to legislative requirements preventing the LGAB 

to split the proposal in two.  

Following discussions between the City of Subiaco and Town of Cambridge it was proposed 

that the two Councils would prepare a joint proposal to transfer this area from the Town of 

Cambridge to City of Subiaco. At its Meeting held 15 December 2015 Council resolved to 

submit, jointly with the City of Subiaco, a proposal to the LGAB to vary the boundary of the 

district of the Town of Cambridge so as to transfer the area south of Hay Street.  

The submission was made as a joint application to the LGAB on 24 October 2016 requesting 

the approval of the boundary change as a minor proposal, and requested that Governor’s 

Orders be made under section 2.1 (1) of the Local Government Act 1995 to give effect to the 

proposed change. The proposal was approved and gazetted on 2 May 2017. 

DETAILS 

The amendment involves the transfer of 30 properties located south of Hay Street and east 

of Selby Street from the Town of Cambridge to the City of Subiaco and adjoining portions of 

Hay Street and Selby Street, shown in location plan 1 below. 
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The City of Subiaco is also preparing a Scheme Amendment to incorporate the area into the 

City of Subiaco Town Planning Scheme No.4. It is proposed to retain the existing Residential 

R20 zoning and development standards including corner lot density bonus which provides 

for development at Residential R30 standards through the application of a Special Control 

Area to the City of Subiaco Town Planning Scheme. The development requirements under 

the Town's Streetscape Policy requirements will also continue to apply through amendment 

to the City of Subiaco's local planning policy for the area. 

The boundary change also consists of the transfer of two portions of “District Distributor A” 

roads: Selby Street and Hay Street. District Distributor roads are managed by local 

government, thus responsibility over these portions of roads will be transferred from Town of 

Cambridge to City of Subiaco.  

Both Scheme Amendments will be presented to the Western Australian Planning 

Commission concurrently to ensure that a Town Planning Scheme is operational over the 

area. Until gazettal occurs, Town of Cambridge Planning Scheme No.1 will continue to 

operate over the area.  

The Scheme Amendment is categorised as a basic scheme amendment as it is required so 

that the Town Planning Scheme is consistent with the Local Government Act 1995.  

SUMMARY 

Scheme Amendment 36 to Town of Cambridge Town Planning Scheme No.1 proposes to 

remove the area south of Hay Street and east of Selby Street from the TPS No.1 Scheme 

Area. The 30 properties will be transferred from Town to the City of Subiaco on 1 July 2017. 

The City of Subiaco is undertaking a concurrent scheme amendment to incorporate the 

current zoning for the subject area and development provisions into the City of Subiaco 

Town Planning Scheme No.4. Both scheme amendments are considered basic scheme 

amendments and until such time the scheme amendments are gazetted the City of Subiaco 

will continue to administer Town Planning Scheme No.1 over the area.   
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005 

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO.1 

AMENDMENT 36 

The Town of Cambridge under and by virtue of the powers conferred upon it in that behalf by 
the Planning and Development Act 2005 hereby amends Town Planning Scheme No.1 by:- 

Removing the area south of Hay Street and east of Selby Street, inclusive of the 
adjoining Selby Street and Hay Street road reserves, from the TPS No.1 Scheme 
Area and amend the Scheme map and Scheme boundary accordingly. 
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ADOPTION 

Adopted by resolution of the Council of the Town of Cambridge at the Ordinary Meeting of 
Council held on the ……………………….day of…………………………………………2017 

……………………………….. 
KERI SHANNON 

MAYOR 

…………………………………. 
JASON BUCKLEY 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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FINAL APPROVAL 

Adopted for final approval by resolution of the Town of Cambridge at the Ordinary Meeting of 
the Council held on the ………… day of ……………………….. 20.. and the Common Seal of 
the Town of Cambridge was hereunto affixed by the authority of a resolution of the Council in 
the presence of:- 

……………………………………….. 
KERI SHANNON 

MAYOR 

………………………………………. 
JASON BUCKLEY 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

RECOMMENDED/SUBMITTED FOR FINAL APPROVAL 

………………………………………. 
DELEGATED UNDER S.16 

OF THE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005 

Date: ……………………………….. 

FINAL APPROVAL GRANTED 

………………………………………. 
MINISTER FOR PLANNING 

Date: ………………………………. 



DV17.87 - Procedure for Developer Contact with Planning staff 

DEVELOPER CONTACT WITH PLANNING STAFF 
 
 
 
POLICY NO: 1.2.16 REVIEW DATE: to be advised 
 
 
OBJECTIVE  
 
This policy applies to all 'prescribed contact' between officers of the Town of Cambridge and 
developers, as defined below.  
 
DEFINITIONS 
 
Developer - any applicant or their representative who does not intend to reside or use the 
development and instead intends to sell the development for profit.  
Exempt Contact:  means any contact relating to a Planning or Development proposal with a 
value less than $3.5 million.  
Prescribed Contact: Means any contact relating to a Planning or Development proposal 
with a value equal to or greater than $3.5 million.  
 
1.0  POLICY PROVISIONS  
 
1.1  Subject to Clause 1.2 below, administration staff shall:- 
 

a) Keep a record of every instance of Prescribed Contact with a developer by 
noting that:- 
• Developer's name 
• Date and time of contact 
• Type of contact (i.e. in person, telephone call, letter, email etc.) 
• Property or properties within the Town of Cambridge to which the contact 

related 
• Nature of the issue covered in the contact  

 
b) Declare any prescribed contact with a developer, prior to the determination of a 

development application with a value equal to or greater than $3.5 million or the 
submission of a Responsible Authority Report to the Development Assessment 
Panel; 
 

1.2  This policy does not require officers of the Town of Cambridge to declare contact 
defined as exempt contact.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ORIGIN/AUTHORITY DATE AMENDED: 
 
 



OFFICER/S

DATE OF 

CONTACT 

DEVELOPMENT 

APPLICATION NO. PROPERTY ADDRESS DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION NATURE OF COMMUNICATION

SCHEDULE OF COMMUNICATION WITH DEVELOPERS WHERE DEVELOPMENT EXCEEDS $3.5 MILLIONFOR INCLUSION IN REPORTS TO COUNCIL 



DV17.88 - Delegated Decisions and Notifications for Council Town of Cambridge

Property Address Application Description Signed

For the Period Between: 1/06/2017 to 30/06/2017

Two storey dwelling 02-Jun-201765 McCourt Street~WEST LEEDERVILLE  WA  6007

Patio 06-Jun-20175 Evandale Street~FLOREAT  WA  6014

Shade Sail 07-Jun-20171 Hesperia Avenue~CITY BEACH  WA  6015

Additional Use to Shop - Take-Away Food Outlet 07-Jun-2017442-444 Cambridge Street~FLOREAT  WA  6014

Two storey dwelling 13-Jun-20179 Windarra Drive~CITY BEACH  WA  6015

Two storey dwelling 14-Jun-201743 Dampier Avenue~CITY BEACH  WA  6015

Alfresco, store and landscaping 15-Jun-201710/16 Perina Way~CITY BEACH  WA  6015

Two storey grouped dwelling 20-Jun-201782A Salvado Road~WEMBLEY  WA  6014

5 x Illuminated Projecting Wall Signs 21-Jun-2017Floreat Forum~5 Howtree Place~FLOREAT  WA  6014

Garage 21-Jun-201753 Holland Street~WEMBLEY  WA  6014

Alfresco Enclosure 21-Jun-2017161 Daglish Street~WEMBLEY  WA  6014

Single storey dwelling 21-Jun-201712 Orrel Avenue~FLOREAT  WA  6014

Additions and alterations 21-Jun-201732 Rochdale Road~MT CLAREMONT  WA  6010

Fence and gate 21-Jun-2017493A Cambridge Street~FLOREAT  WA  6014

Change of use from restaurant and local shop to office (bank) 22-Jun-20173 Loftus Street~WEST LEEDERVILLE  WA  6007

Additions to single storey residence, to add bedroom/study, ensuite, double 

carport and alfresco

22-Jun-201730A Jukes Way~WEMBLEY  WA  6014

Garage, carport and shed 23-Jun-2017110 Herdsman Parade~WEMBLEY  WA  6014

Proposed pool , alfresco, pool room and pool shower at rear of residence 26-Jun-201723 Branksome Gardens~CITY BEACH  WA  6015

Outbuilding (Shed) 26-Jun-201735 Evandale Street~FLOREAT  WA  6014

Proposed carport, workshop, front fence and driveway entry 27-Jun-201731 Arbordale Street~FLOREAT  WA  6014

New walkin robe, powder room, ensuite to master bedroom and patio roof 27-Jun-20177 Frinton Avenue~CITY BEACH  WA  6015

Single storey dwelling with undercroft garage 29-Jun-20179 McClemans Road~MT CLAREMONT  WA  6010
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